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Work, Energy, and Power in 
Crossfit!!

For each exercise, make sure to show all work, including the formula, 
substitution with units, and answer with units.!!
1. Thrusters!
Tom performs 10 thrusters using a barbell of mass 45 kg in a time of 20 seconds.!
A) Draw a free body diagram for the barbell.!!!!!!
B) How much force is applied to raise the barbell?!!!!!
C) The bar is lifted from 0.7m above the ground to 2.2m above the ground in 2 seconds.  How 

much work is done in lifting the bar?!!!!!
D) What power is developed in lifting the bar?!!!!!
E) What is the net work performed on the bar by all forces during the entire 20 seconds?!!!!!!
2. Toes-To-Bar!
Chris performs 20 “toes-to-bar” exercises in 28 seconds.!
A) What is the period of each “toes-to-bar” exercise?!!!!
B) With what frequency does Chris execute his exercises?!!!!!!
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3. Rope Climb!
Heidi climbs 5m up a rope three times in 40 seconds.  She has a mass of 50 kg.!
A) What minimum force must Heidi apply to the rope in order to move upward?!!!!!
B) What minimum amount of work must Heidi do to climb the rope?!!!!!
C) What minimum amount of energy must Heidi expend to climb the rope?!!!!!
D) What is Heidi’s gravitational potential energy with respect to the ground when she is at the 

top of the rope?!!!!!
E) If Heidi were to release the rope while at her highest point, with what velocity would she 

strike the ground?  (Neglect air resistance).!!!!!!
F) Calculate Heidi’s maximum kinetic energy if she were to release the rope while at her 

highest point.!!!!!!
4. Pull-ups!
James perform 21 butterfly chest-to-bar pull-ups in 24 seconds.!
A) With what frequency does James execute his pull-ups?!!!!
B) What is the period of each pull-up?!!!!!!
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5. Box Jumps!
Erin, weighing 500 newtons, jumps from the ground onto a 0.6-meter wood box 20 times in 52 
seconds.!
A) How much work does Erin do in jumping from the ground onto the box?!!!!!
B) What minimum amount of energy must Erin expend in order to jump to the top of the box?!!!!!
C) What minimum velocity must Erin leave the ground with in order to reach the top of the box 

(neglect bending of legs for the purposes of this calculation).!!!!!
D) What is the minimum amount of energy Erin must expend to complete her 20 jumps?!!!!!
E) What average power does Erin expend during her 20 jumps?!!!!!
F) What is the net work done on Erin at the end of the exercise by all forces?!!!!!!!!!
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Work harder today - !
be smarter tomorrow.


